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Leading Innovation
1961

World’s first split type
air-conditioner

1978

World’s first micro computer
controlled room air-conditioner

1980

World’s first inverter custom
air-conditioner

1981

World’s first inverter room
air-conditioner

1993

World’s first digital DC twin
rotary air-conditioner

1998

World’s first Hybrid Inverter
air-conditioner

2000

World’s first green DC Hybrid
Inverter using R410A gas

Climate Controls Security

June 8, 2017
Dear partners and customers,
You may be aware of news reports relating to the non-certified release of Toshiba Corporation's fiscal Q3 financial
results on April 11.
I would like to assure our partners and customers that these reports are not related to our Toshiba Carrier joint ventures around the
world, which operate as independent legal entities with our own operational management and financial controls. The Toshiba Carrier
joint ventures continue to have financial and operational support from both UTC Climate, Controls & Security and the Toshiba
Corporation. The global alliance between our two companies remains on strong financial footing and steadfast in its commitments
to serve customers.
Toshiba Corporation and Toshiba Carrier Corporation have provided letters which can be used to advise customers and business
partners on this matter, as attached.
Yours truly,

_______________________________
Titus Yu
MD, Southeast Asia Pacific
UTC Climate, Controls & Security

________________________________
Chong Wai Yen
MD, Singapore
UTS Climate, Controls & Security

Carrier leverages its global reach to distribute Toshiba’s air conditioning products outside of Japan as part of the ToshibaCarrier alliance founded in 1999 with the formation of Toshiba Carrier Corporation. Founded by the inventor of modern
air-conditioning, Carrier is a world leader in high-technology heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration solutions. Carrier
is a part of UTC Climate, Controls & Security, a unit of United Technologies Corp., a leading provider to the aerospace and
building systems industries worldwide.
In Singapore, Carrier Singapore is in charge of the distribution network for Toshiba air-conditioning products. Toshiba
Corporation will continue to support Carrier Singapore on the development and supply of Toshiba air-conditioning
products to this region.
Singapore remains a strategic area for Carrier, and its joint venture with Toshiba. As our valued customer/dealer/ distributor,
you will continue to be offered our best products, service and support.
Thank you for your trust in Carrier. Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any questions.

Carrier Singapore (Pte) Ltd
Toshiba Airconditioning Sales & Services
28 Teban Gardens Crescent | Singapore 608926
Main Line: +65 6567 5522
Warranty : +65 6567 5333 / 5337
Website: http://www.toshiba-aircon.com.sg/
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**Applicable to RAS-10,13,18,22,24N3KCV/N3ACV Series
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Comfort & Health
Your health is our main concern
Today, more and more, we spend time in the air conditioned room, either in the office or at
home, "clean airflow" means you can breathe with greater confidence.

Self Cleaning Function
Same contents, but create more illustrations to explain the feeling
Uncomfortable (smelly) if there is no self-cleaning function.
Comfortable if having self-cleaning function.
It simply refreshes you in a natural way.

20 minutes of fan operation after shut down,

dries the moist air and helps reduce mould formation.

Mould Reduction

When you turn off your air conditioner an internal
fan automatically activates to dry out the coil.
This removes the moisture which causes mould
to form.

Easy Maintenance from Stylish Front Grille
Regularly cleaning the air conditioner
and filter, we can have a positive
influence on healthy indoor
environment - cleaner airflow, better
capacity, and more money saving
on electricity bill.
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The smooth grille makes for
easy cleaning just sponge,
rinse and leave to dry in the
shade.

Comfort & Health
Eco-Logic
Achieve energy-savings of up to 25% compared wth
standard setting without sacrificing comfort.

SAVING

25%

Cooling only The temperature is raised by 1oC after
1 hour and another degree after 2 hours, which will be
maintained until switching off.
Only push “ECO” button

Power Select mode
Easy steps to activate.

Factory default
100% current

100 %

st

1 PUSH

75% current

75 %

nd

2 PUSH

50% current

50 %

rd

3 PUSH Return to 100%
The latest feature helps make today’s lifestyle more
comfortable as it offers the benefit of saving electricity.
POWER SEL* button, gives you the freedom to control
power consumption of the air conditioner from a remote
control by preventing high power operation. It helps you
when you would like to avoid electricity black out, and
need electricity for other appliances etc.
Only push “POWER SEL” button

In the previous design, dust collects on
the grille which is difficult to clean. The
collection of dust increases the suction
resistance, which results in capacity
reduction and higher noise level.

*Applicable to selected single split models only

The vertical louver can be taken
off to wash and clean the inside
cross flow fan.

With the new design, dust collection
on the pre-filter, which is easily to take
off and wash in luke warm water.
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RAS-10N3ACV-SG

1.20 - 6.50

RAS-24N3KCV

RAS-13N3ACV-SG
RAS-18N3ACV
RAS-22N3ACV

(W/W)

-SG

-SG

-SG

-SG

2.40(0.77-3.50)

3.40(0.92-4.10)

4.44(3.67-3.33)

3.51(4.38-3.08)

0.54(0.21-1.05)

0.97(0.21-1.33)

2.47(1.06-4.80)

4.43(1.06-6.08)

-SG

293x798x230
648

-SG

293x798x230
648

35

35

41/37/32/27/24

41/37/33/29/25
-SG

-SG
27

27

780

780

43

15

15

15
12

10-46
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Multi System
18

Multi-System

With even more sophisticated filters, Toshiba fights impurities and maximises
comfort. One external compressor can serve up to five units for exceptional
flexibility, economy and reliability under Toshiba's Total Quality System

Flexibility
The Toshiba Multi-System gives you a
wide range of choices to create your
desired comfort level. Choose from a
flexible and efficient selection of interior
units for up to five rooms.

Small Unit - Big Advantages
Toshiba Multi-System exterior units are
lightweight and compact. With only one
outdoor unit, the noise is significantly
lower than 1:1 systems, it takes up much
less space on your walls and keeps your
environment neat and peaceful.

Luxury Through Flexible Technology

Advanced Cleaning

Ultimate Comfort

Design Compact

Cost Saving
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Product Line Up
With even more sophisticated filters, Toshiba fights impurities and maximises comfort. One external compressor can
serve up to five units for exceptional flexibility, economy and reliability under Toshiba's Total Quality System

(High Efficiency)

2/3 Rooms

RAS-M10SKCV
RAS-M13SKCV
RAS-M16SKCV
RAS-3M24S3ACV-SG

3/4 Rooms

4/5 Rooms
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Specifications
RAS-3M24S3ACV-SG
RAS-4M26S3ACV-SG
RAS-5M28S3ACV-SG

High Effiency Multi Inverter

230/1/50
7.1(2.4-7.2)

320x1050x228
13
1134
49 - 37

230/1/50

5 Rooms Multi

3
RAS-3M24S3ACV-SG
3

Cooling Capacity, Rated

(min ~ max) (kW)

Operating noise
noise dB(A)
dB(A) sound
sound pressure
pressure level
level
Operating

RAS-3M24S3ACV-SG
5.2(2.4 ~ 7.0)

RAS-4M26S3ACV-SG
RAS-4M26S3ACV-SG
7.5(4.2 ~ 10.0)

RAS-5M28S3ACV-SG
5
Rooms Multi
RAS-5M28S3ACV-SG
7.9(3.7 ~ 11.5)

630x800x300
630x800x300
45
45

890x900x320
890x900x320
74
74

890x900x320
890x900x320
75
75

25
25
50
50

25
25
70
70

25
25
80
80

50
50
10
10

40
40
15
15

40
40
15
15

50
50

52
52

52
52
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